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quiver is a virtual analog synthesizer designed to be used with the ultra low latency audio software “PADsynth”. quiver has
been designed with the intention of creating a lush virtual analog sound. You should be able to play any of the classic analog
synths in your current setup with quiver. Of course you can also use quiver for new instrument ideas as well as scale down to

basses, leads and synth sounds. quiver comes with several integrated effects, and some of them are Amplitude/Ring
modulation, Mixer, Distortions, Equalizer, Pan, Reverb, Stereo Split, Crossfade or Stereo Width. quiver features: • 7x Moog
Ladder filters • Delay with Mix • Great pre-amp with semi transparent mode for ultra low latency • 3D Box Envelope with

semi transparent mode for ultra low latency • 3 different resolutions (2,4 and 8 bits) • 3 different latency ranges • 3 different
algorithms • 7x internal effects • Stereo Width • Scale of 1-128 • ADSR envelope • MIDI Learn • Chord maps • Patterns

LiveView LiveView is a virtual instrument, VST plugin for Windows and Linux that provides a live performance editor and a
digital signal processor. It has been created to create, record, modify, play and perform realtime audio on a virtual instrument.
LiveView is compatible with a wide variety of sound sources, from professional synthesizers to mobile phones. LiveView can
be used in realtime, or as a DSP engine to be used in non-realtime sequencers or digital audio workstations. LiveView consists
of two parts: Realtime Mixer This module is used to play and mix virtual instruments. Realtime DSP This module is used to
process realtime audio. Realtime Mixer The Realtime Mixer allows the user to play virtual instruments or record realtime
audio. It has: 4x input channels (1 mono, 3 stereo) 4x output channels (1 mono, 3 stereo) Audio routing Realtime DSP The
Realtime DSP allows the user to process realtime audio. LiveView has two modes for processing: Biquad Chorus LiveView

offers a delay (up to 33ms) with modulation.
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======= "MX" Toggle between the different VST oscillators (up to three) "LO" Toggle between the different pan positions
"CTRL" Cycle between the different pan positions (\w switch keymodes) "R/TL" Toggle between "Reversed" and "Tuned"
filter "ME" Toggle between the different Mixer settings "SE" Toggle between the different Equalizer settings "SH" Toggle
between the different Filter settings "DG" Toggle between the different Distortions "EN" Toggle between the different Pan
positions "VW" Toggle between the different Stereo Width settings "VR" Toggle between the different Reverb settings "B"

Toggle between the different Stereo Modes (Left/Right) "L" Toggle between the different Stereo Modes (Left/Right)
======= Features: ------------------- The PADsynth makes it easy to add leads, pads, strings, pedals and percussion to your
tracks. It comes with some great built-in effects, but you can also add your own if you don't want to limit yourself to what

comes with. Delay & Reverb effects Two types of delay (traditional and modulating) and two types of reverb. More effects
can be added through soundbanks or user-defined parameters. Bass/Lead module For basses, snares and leads. The module

has also a filter for smoother cuts. Percussion module For samples of hand drums, vibes and triangle pads. Multiclips module
For samples of claps, beats and hi-hats. Effects module A standard effects stack for modulated delay, chorus, reverb, phaser,
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flanger, tremolo and lofi. Bass module Add a bass if your track needs a little punch. Oscillator module A set of VST
oscillators for creating leads and pads. Mixer module A set of effects for tweaking the levels and mixes of the tracks.

Equalizer module This includes a set of 6 bands and a high pass filter. Each band is a filter for frequency. Filter module A set
of 6 bands, each one with its own filter type. Built-in effects You get the standard delay and reverb. Two types of chorus and a

phaser. Shapes module A set of 3 types of shape for your drums, 1d6a3396d6
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Quiver is a synth oscillator and can be used as a great sound and processing tool. Quiver can be used with PADsynth 2.7 and
all recent versions of SynthMaker and MultiMikro. Quiver is an extension of PADsynth's oscillator module which comes with
built-in effects and filters. Quiver works with multitimbral synth instruments and can be used as a tonal source in a sequencer
or as an effect in a multi track synth project. Quiver has a lot of oscillator shapes, waveforms and can be used as a smooth
sustain tool or as part of a complex modulating circuit. Quiver has an extended modulation palette with controls for LFO,
VCF, VCA, Mod Wheel, MIDI keyboard and MIDI learn. Quiver has also a multitimbral mode, allowing multiple copies of
Quiver. Quiver's extended modulation palette Quiver has a number of built-in effects, including stereo width, reverb, chorus,
pitch shift and amplitude/ring modulation. Quiver also has a stereo split effect that can be used to easily split the sound.
Quiver's stereo width effect Quiver has six stereo width settings (2 to 12 o'clock). Quiver's stero width settings Features:
~6-voice polyphony (2-64 voices) ~2 octaves (+/- 5 semitones) ~16 waveforms (all available waveforms in PADsynth) ~40+
oscillator shapes (all available shapes in PADsynth) ~1 ULE, SLE and CLE shape ~64 preset patches ~1000 editable
parameters Quiver has 25 sliders, knobs and buttons. There is a slider for 4 controls (pitch and mod wheel for the filter, vca
for the amount of modulation, ring for the oscillator pitch). The 1-4 octave are controlled by the 4 buttons, the other sliders
are assigned to the internal effects. There are 2 faders (LFO and envelope) and two buttons. The LFO is also assigned to the
filter mod wheel. The mod wheel controls LFO amount and filter amount. The left panel is used to edit patches, define the
effects. The parameters and the effects can be controlled with the mouse. The 2 bar track can

What's New in the?

Quiver is a dynamic and versatile pad, lead and synth tool for modern music production that instantly generates pads, leads,
strings, glitches, percussion and synth sounds that can be used to help bring any composition together, or as individual
elements on their own.     Chord mode: The first thing you’ll notice about Quiver is its chord mode. Set to chord mode and
touch down on a note, and it will instantly generate a chord patch of that note. Play any of the notes in the chord, and Quiver
will continue to generate notes in the chord until you let go.     2-Tier mode: At any time, you can switch to the 2-Tier mode to
generate more notes that fit into a keyboard's range of the piano key layout. It's a great tool to work with for chord patches or
string patches.     Phrase mode: When in Phrase mode, you can shift the pitch of any of the notes, like you can with the 2-Tier
mode, so you can create one note and a 2-note note, for example.     Built-In PADsynth: All of the sounds you can generate in
Quiver are the sounds made by the PADsynth oscillator. The PADsynth oscillator is designed to emulate the sound of analog
synths and has a wide range of parameters to tweak the sound of the oscillator. Quiver comes with a collection of sound
patches for pads, synth sounds, leads and more that you can play, record and edit in this patchbay.     Automated: You can
automate the velocity curve of the PADsynth oscillator to play chords without slurring. FX and EQ: You can apply effects,
equalizers and more to the pitch, modwheel, envelope and filter of the oscillator. Noise: You can choose from a wide range of
Noise types, from White to Auto-Sweep to Tuning.     Panning: In addition to the options available in 2-Tier and Phrase mode,
Quiver includes an In-Place LFO that can be used to create a panning effect that can be applied to any of the notes in a chord.
Release mode: When set to Release mode, Quiver is now a chord instrument, meaning that chords can be played and stopped
on one note, and then the PADsynth oscillator will play all of the notes in the chord as you let go.     Keyboard layouts: Quiver
includes
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista SP2 / 7 SP1 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (32-bit and 64-bit) CPU: 2.0 GHz Dual Core (most
modern PCs are fine) RAM: 1 GB Hard Drive: ~2 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 460 / AMD HD 7850 / R9 290, AMD HD
7950 (current generation of graphics cards will be fine) DirectX: Version 9.0c DirectX: Version 11.0c
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